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Six Senses ' event week honoring Vietnamese food premiers  before the Michelin Guide finally recognizes  the country's  culinary accolades ,
following decades  of being snubbed. Image credit: Six Senses  Resorts

 
By EMILY IRIS DEGN

The Six Senses hotel brand is welcoming an impressive slew of international chefs to create cross-cultural menus
per the upcoming Culinary Sensation Week in Vietnam.

Six Senses Ninh Van Bay is to serve as the host location of the global event, inviting world-renowned chefs from
Vietnam, Germany, Turkey and Australia to present gourmet creations. The event will take place from Feb. 27 to
March 3, just ahead of the Michelin Guide entering Vietnam for the first time.

"With the arrival of the Michelin Guide, the most trusted gastronomic ranking system in the world, in Hanoi and Ho
Chi Minh City, we are delighted that the Vietnamese food scene as well as local culinary wonders will finally be
celebrated among local and international foodies," said Dang Minh Truong, chairman of Sun Group, Vietnam, in a
statement.

New territory
The event week at the resort will be held sustainably, bringing together a respect for the land and for the flavors of
the country.

Ensuring that the event is sustainable will serve the Vietnamese land that the resort is  on, as well as the locals who
rely on responsible business practices on the part of the tourism industry nearby. Local ingredients, plant-based
showcases, on-site growing practices and highlighting local talent are among the ways that Six Senses is greening
the event week.
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A post shared by Six Senses Ninh Van Bay (@sixsensesninhva…

Among the chefs showcasing their work is Vietnamese chef Truong Quang Dung, owner of Chapter Dining and Grill
in Hanoi.

His restaurant is the very first fine-dining location in Vietnam with a charcoal grill. His cuisine is imaginative,
bringing together organic produce, rustic techniques and fusion concepts.

"On my visit to Six Senses Ninh Van Bay this time around, I'm planning to delight all senses with the most primitive
ingredients and cooking methods," said chef Truong in a statement.

His first event during the week will be on March 1, as he invites attendees to a Vietnamese market, followed by a
local lunch. The next day, he will dive into the international culinary scene, offering guests a window into the
ingredients taking over the food world of course, honing in on traditional Vietnamese cooking.

The chef is  working to bring to light the bright flavors , farm-to-table traditions  and fire-tied techniques  of Vietnam. Image credit: Six Senses  Resorts

Also among those invited to the event is chef Julia Komp the youngest female chef with a Michelin star in Germany.

Chef Komp, owner of Sahila Restaurant in Cologne, earned her first Michelin star at the age of 27, making a name
for herself thanks to her travel-inspired food. Having visited over 45 countries, she borrows the most inspiration
from southeast Asia.

On March 1, the famed chef will host a pop-up dinner experience, providing sustainably-sourced dishes after a kick-
off event on Feb. 27, where she will collaborate with chefs Truong and Kzlrmak. Together, the chefs will create an
exclusive, six-course dinner using Vietnamese ingredients.

Guests can also expect environmental cooking classes, daily breakfasts, accommodation, drinks and dinners
exploring Vietnam's cuisine.

The weeklong inaugural event from Six Senses comes at a pinnacle time in Vietnamese culinary history.
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In June, the prestigious Michelin Guide is set to make public the first selection of Vietnamese restaurants to gain
Michelin stars. While Vietnamese food has a long and storied timeline, this is the first time that the cuisine will be
recognized on a global level in this capacity.

"We have been looking at Vietnam's gastronomic scene for quite a long time and we are delighted to finally
announce the Michelin Guide's arrival in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City," said Gwendal Poullennec, international
director of the Michelin Guide, France, in a statement.

"With a fascinating food heritage and history, distinctive and unique flavours, iconic recipes and well-known
delicacies, Vietnamese cuisine has carved its way to popularity around the world," Mr. Poullennec said. "Supported
by locals where eating out has always been a true way a life, as well as by talented restaurateurs, Hanoi and Ho Chi
Minh City are two gourmet gems that deserve to be fully celebrated.

"We can't wait to present our first Vietnamese restaurant selection, which our famously anonymous inspectors have
already started to realize in the field."

Cultural nods
Six Senses' gastronomy week marks an important observance of traditional cuisine, amidst the incoming Michelin
Guide's global affirmation of the culinary scene present in the country.

Conversations are starting to be hard across the luxury sector concerning traditional food practices, exploring the
differences between appropriation and respectful observance. Canadian department store chain Holt Renfrew is
among the brands asking questions about the roots of food (see story).

Engaging all senses , Ms . Dale guides  audiences  through the intricate cons iderations  at the center of her own practice. Image credit: Holt Renfrew

A Black sommelier and chef both joined the brand in discussing food justice and African cuisine, offering insights
into intersectional approaches towards food.

Mexican spirits giant Patrn is also nodding to food traditions. The brand recently paid homage to the cultural and
historic gastronomy of the original makers of tequila (see story).

So often, indigenous and BIPOC heritage practices are overlooked or appropriated for profit, including in the
culinary world. Since the Michelin Guide began in the 1990s, many western chefs have been recognized for their
takes on Vietnamese food, without any accolades for the country or chefs that these traditions were taken from.

As of this summer, this will be changed, but only after decades of white chefs receiving credit for taking recipes
from a country that the Michelin Guide did not even register.
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